Recent studies show that a significant part of Internet traffic is delivered through Web-based applications. To cope with the increasing demand for Web content, large scale content hosting and delivery infrastructures, such as data-centers and content distribution networks, are continuously being deployed. Being able to identify and classify such hosting infrastructures is helpful not only to content producers, content providers, and ISPs, but also to the research community at large. For example, to quantify the degree of hosting infrastructure deployment in the Internet or the replication of Web content.
INTRODUCTION
Today's demand for Web content in the Internet is enormous, reflecting the value Internet users give to content [18] . Recent traffic studies [15, 12, 22, 27] show that Web-based applications are again very popular. To cope with this demand, Web-based applications and Web content producers use scalable and cost-effective hosting and content delivery infrastructures. These infrastructures, which we refer to as hosting infrastructures throughout this paper, have multiple choices on how and where to place their servers.
Leighton differentiates between three options for Web content delivery [24] : (i) centralized hosting, (ii) data-center-based content distribution network (CDN), (iii) cache-based CDNs. Approaches (ii) and (iii) allow to scale content delivery by distributing the content onto a dedicated hosting infrastructure. This hosting infrastructure can be composed of a few large data-centers, a large number of caches, or any combination. In many cases, DNS is used by the hosting infrastructure to select the server from which a user will obtain content [20, 37, 7, 30] .
The deployment of hosting infrastructures is dynamic and flexible in multiple ways, e.g.: increasing the size of the existing hosting infrastructure, changing peerings with ISPs, placing parts of the infrastructure inside ISP networks. Therefore, being able to identify and classify hosting infrastructures in an automated manner is a step towards understanding this complex ecosystem, and an enabler for many applications. Content producers can benefit from understanding the footprint of hosting infrastructures to place content close to their customer base. For CDNs, a map of hosting infrastructures can assist them in improving their competitiveness in the content delivery market. For ISPs, it is important to know which hosting infrastructures deliver a specific content and at which locations to make relevant peering decisions. The research community needs a better understanding of the evolving ecosystem of hosting infrastructures, given its importance as a driver in the evolution of the Internet.
As demand drives hosting infrastructures to make a given content available at multiple locations, identifying a particular hosting infrastructure requires sampling its location diversity. Previous work has attempted to discover specific hosting infrastructures in an extensive manner, e. g., Akamai [36, 35, 17] . Such studies rely on the knowledge of a signature that identifies the target infrastructure, e. g., CNAMEs in DNS replies or AS numbers. Labovitz et at. [22] inferred that a small number of hosting infrastructures are responsible for a significant fraction of inter-domain traffic. Unfortunately, this study observes only the traffic crossing AS boundaries, not traffic delivered directly from inside the monitored ISPs. As a consequence, important CDNs such as Akamai as well as data-centers deployed inside ISP networks are under-represented.
In this paper, we introduce Web Content Cartography, i. e., the identification and classification of hosting infrastructures. We propose a lightweight and fully automated approach to discover hosting infrastructures based on DNS measurements and BGP routing table snapshots. Compared to previous work, our method is able to identify and classify new as well as existing hosting infrastructures without the need of a priori knowledge of their operation or deployment. To achieve such a degree of generality, we rely on the information that hosting infrastructures expose to end-users when requesting hostnames through DNS. We construct mappings between requested hostnames and IP addresses returned, and cluster the hostnames into hosting infrastructures with the help of network information such as IP addresses, prefixes and AS numbers. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• Identification of hosting infrastructures: We propose a lightweight and fully automated approach to discover hosting infrastructures, based on DNS measurements and BGP routing table snapshots.
• Classification of hosting infrastructures: We classify individual hosting infrastructures and their different deployment strategies based on their network and location footprint.
• Content replication: We quantify the degree of content replication in the Internet and its impact on local content availability in different regions of the world. We introduce the content monopoly index that reflects the content an organization hosts, either replicated or exclusively hosted.
• Revisiting AS rankings: We derive content-centric AS rankings that complement existing AS rankings and shed light on recent observations about shifts in inter-domain traffic and the AS topology.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We present our methodology in Section 2 and discuss our measurements in Section 3. In Section 4, we provide our results, and discuss the implications of our work in Section 5. We present related work in Section 6 and summarize the paper in Section 7.
METHODOLOGY
In this section we describe our approach to identify and classify hosting infrastructures in the Internet. The key idea is to collect the IP addresses that DNS returns for various popular and unpopular hostnames from geographically diverse vantage points. We use this information for several purposes: (i) to find the geographic location where popular content is available from, (ii) to find the network locations, e. g., prefixes and ASes, where content is available, and (iii) to find out by which hosting infrastructure a hostname is served.
Design Goals
To achieve our goals of mapping content and identifying hosting infrastructures, we design measurements tailored to our specific needs: (i) we target the hosting infrastructures that host content and (ii) we sample the network footprint of each of these hosting infrastructures in order to be able to classify them and study aspects such as content replication. We now elaborate on our choices and explain why they ensure that our measurements allows us to achieve the above goals.
Hosting Infrastructure Coverage.
To satisfy the first requirement, i. e., obtaining a wide coverage of popular hosting infrastructures in terms of traffic volume, one approach is to sample all possible hostnames. However, due to the sheer size of the Web -an estimated 92 million active domains only for the .COM top-level domain [6] -querying all host names in the Internet would be way too cumbersome from a measurement perspective. Fortunately, there is high variation in the popularity of Web content. Given that Internet traffic at various levels of aggregation is consistent with Zipf's law [13, 40, 38, 10] , the hosting infrastructures that serve popular hostnames are likely to be responsible for a major part of today's Internet traffic. Despite a lack of definitive figures about how many hosting infrastructures are responsible for most of the Web traffic, we believe that it is reasonable to assume that a limited number of highly popular Web sites is sufficient to cover the hosting infrastructures responsible for the majority of the HTTP traffic in the Internet. For example, Akamai claims to deliver about 20 % of the total Web traffic in the Internet [30] . Labovitz et al. [22] attribute up to 10 % of all Internet traffic to Google, more than 15 % to the top 10 hosting infrastructures and more than 40 % to the top 100.
Network Footprint.
The second goal-sampling the network footprint of hosting infrastructures-asks for measurements from multiple vantage points. By running measurements from vantage points that reside in different networks and countries, we benefit from the way hosting infrastructures use DNS to select the server from which a user obtains the requested content [20, 35, 36, 7] . CDNs rely on the network location of the recursive DNS resolver to determine the IP address returned by DNS [30, 28, 37] . In many cases, the hosting infrastructure assumes that the DNS resolver is close to the client and optimizes based on this assumption. Therefore, to sample the locations from which a given hosting infrastructure serves content, our approach relies on volunteers to sample from different networks, ASes, and countries around the world.
Network Features
The way hosting infrastructures are deployed in the Internet is not homogeneous. In Section 2.3 we leverage the "network footprint" of hosting infrastructures to map them. Now, we discuss features that can be used to distinguish between different deployment strategies of hosting infrastructures.
To this end, we extract the IP addresses obtained within the DNS replies, from geographically dispersed vantage points. The set of IP addresses returned for a particular hostname reveals the degree to which the corresponding hosting infrastructure is network-wise and geographically distributed. Hence, the natural choice for our features are prefix, AS and location of an IP address. For example, small data-centers will be located within a single AS in a single geographic location, having a limited number of /24 subnetworks, and a large number of IP addresses. A massively distributed CDN will rely on multiple ASes. Evidently, these features are correlated, and potentially differ in their power to discriminate between different types of hosting infrastructures. We leave this for further investigation, and prefer to rely on all features for now.
Throughout the paper, we rely on both the granularity of BGP prefixes as well as /24 subnetworks. /24 subnetworks have the advantage of better representing the actual usage of the address space by highly distributed hosting infrastructures such as Akamai. BGP prefixes on the other hand indicate at which granularity routing is performed and more closely match the address space usage of centralized hosting infrastructures such as data-centers.
To determine the AS for a given IP address, we use BGP routing information from RIPE RIS [4] and RouteViews [33] , and assume that the last AS hop in an AS path reflects the origin AS of the prefix.
To infer the geographical location of an IP address, we rely on the Maxmind geolocation database [29] . We are aware that geolocation databases suffer from limited accuracy. However, they have been shown to be reliable at the country-level [32] .
Clustering Algorithm
Our goal is to detect where hosting infrastructures are located by AS and country, and classify them according to their network footprint. The key idea is to cluster all hostnames that are served by the same hosting infrastructure. To this end, we rely on the assumption that each hostname is served by a single hosting infrastructure.
We are aware that counter-examples exist: Meebo, an instant messenger aggregator, which is running its own meta-CDN, distributes the content demand across different CDNs by using a DNS server under their control. Another case is Netflix, which offers video-on-demand streams and relies on both Level 3 and Limelight.
Our approach accommodates such counter-examples by putting the respective hostnames into separate clusters.
By examining the resolved CNAME records for various hostnames, it is sometimes already possible to identify the CDN that delivers the respective content. For example, a CNAME to akamai.net clearly points to the Akamai CDN. Yet, finding content providers would require an extensive a-priori database. In addition, some CDNs do not use CNAMEs, and CNAMEs are also used in different contexts than CDNs. In contrast, our clustering approach achieves the important goal of identifying hosting infrastructures in the wild, and could be used to help build such a database. Moreover, our agnostic approach is able to separate hosting infrastructures if they are actually maintained by the same administrative entity (e.g., the Akamai CDN), but treat various hostnames differently in terms of replication.
In the rest of the section we present our algorithm that identifies hosting infrastructures based on our data. We choose a twostep algorithm as depicted in Figure 1 . During the first step, we ensure that the prominent hosting infrastructures are identified. It also gives an upper bound on the size of the clusters. In the second step, the algorithm merges clusters that share network features. The first step prevents the second one from clustering small hosting infrastructures with large ones. This may happen for example when infrastructures share address space with others.
Step 1: Separating Large Hosting Infrastructures.
The goal here is to separate large hosting infrastructures from the rest. We rely on three network-based features: (i) the number of IP addresses, (ii) the number of /24 networks and (iii) the number of ASes a hostname is resolved to. We use the k-means algorithm [26] to partition the hostnames in up to k clusters in the feature space. The choice of the value of k is discussed at the end of this subsection. Clusters whose features have high values relate to widely-deployed infrastructures. On the other hand, smaller infrastructures that use very few /24 subnetworks and IP addresses are not sufficiently different, and therefore, can be found in the same cluster. Increasing the value of k in the clustering algorithm does not lead to improvements, as the feature space simply does not allow to differentiate them.
Step 2: Distinguishing Small Hosting Infrastructures.
The pre-clustering of hostnames in Step 1 does not take into account the actual network locations from where content is served, but only features that reflect the size of the hosting infrastructures. The goal of the second step is to build sub-clusters within each k-means cluster by identifying the hostnames that are hosted on similar network locations in terms of IP address space. To this end, we take into account the set of BGP prefixes the hostname maps to. Based on the similarity between the sets of prefixes of two similarity-clusters, we decide if they belong to the same hosting infrastructure, and if so we merge these clusters. For this, we define the similarity between two sets s1 and s2 as follows:
where |.| denotes the size of the set. The purpose of the factor 2 is to stretch the image of the similarity function to the interval [0, 1]. The second step of the algorithm is performed for each k-means cluster separately. Initially, we put each hostname contained in the current k-means cluster into its own sub-cluster, called a similaritycluster. Then, we perform a pairwise comparison of all similarityclusters of the current k-means cluster and merge them according to their similarity. We iterate the process until convergence to a fixed point. At this stage, each similarity-cluster identifies all hostnames used by a single content delivery infrastructure.
Tuning.
Generally, choosing k too high will lead to split large hosting infrastructures into smaller clusters, while choosing it too low may result in significant overlap between hosting infrastructures. As part of our case study in Section 4 we examine how sensitive the outcome of our clustering is to the choice of k. We find that the whole interval 20 ≤ k ≤ 40 provides reasonable and similar results according to our verification, and therefore we decide to choose k = 30. Extensive tests reveal that merging thresholds of 0.7 on the similarity between two similarity-clusters work well for the second phase of the algorithm. We leave it for future work to advance our clustering techniques and to optimize the choice of parameters, and rather focus on the methodology for analyzing hosting infrastructures in the following.
Metrics: Content Potential and Monopoly
Now, we propose metrics and rankings that allow us to compare the obtained hosting infrastructures. We will use these metrics and corresponding rankings later (Section 4) to get insight about the geographic properties of content replication as well as the role of different organizations in the hosting of Web content, e. g., which organizations exclusively host content.
Content Delivery Potential.
Our goal is to provide intuition on the amount of content that is available for download in a geographic region (e. g., country, continent) or an AS. To this end, we define the content delivery potential as the fraction of hostnames that can be served from either a geo-graphic region or an AS. Values close to 1 suggest that a major part of popular content is available locally. The disadvantage of the content delivery potential is that replicated content is counted as many times as there are different locations where it is hosted, introducing a bias in favor of replicated content.
Normalized Content Delivery Potential.
Therefore, we introduce the normalized content delivery potential, which takes into account the total number of locations from where content is available. Intuitively, a location does not exclusively deliver content, if the content has been replicated to a large number of locations. To take this into account, we calculate the normalized content delivery potential of a hostname as follows. First, we determine the weight of a hostname, which is 1 divided by the number of all hostnames. Second, we check how many different ASes, subnetworks, or regions serve this count, henceforth referred to as replication-count. To assess the contribution of a particular hostname to the normalized content delivery potential of an AS, subnetwork, or region, we take the weight from the first step and divide it by replication-count. The benefit of the normalized content delivery potential is a more balanced ranking in terms of hosted content, as it spreads the weight of distributed content infrastructure across all ASes, regions, or subnetworks that serve their hosted content.
Content Monopoly Index.
To distinguish between locations (ASes, geographic regions) that have exclusive content and those that host replicated content, we introduce the Content Monopoly Index (CMI). We define it as the ratio between the normalized content potential and the nonnormalized content potential. An AS with a large CMI hosts a large number of hostnames that are not available in another AS.
MEASUREMENTS
In this section we present our approach to collect traces, i. e., active DNS measurements, in order to evaluate our methodology. To achieve our goal of identifying hosting infrastructures we compile a list of diverse hostnames and analyze DNS traces when resolving these hostnames as collected by end-users in commercial ISPs. Our experimental results advocate that our methodology is able to identify a significant fraction of hosting infrastructures network footprints, even with a small number of well-distributed vantage points.
Hostname Selection
To obtain a good coverage of the largest hosting infrastructures, we decide to include in our hostname list the top ranked ones according to Alexa [1] . Alexa relies on statistical sampling and determines its ranking by counting how many pages were visited by Internet users who have downloaded their toolbar. Note, Alexa itself is already accounting for various sampling biases of its user list 1 . In order to check for potential differences and to scrutinize replication of content also for less popular hosts, we further add hosts that are at the bottom of Alexa's ranking.
Moreover, many web-pages contain embedded content, e. g., images, videos, and advertisements that the browser of the user has to download from different servers. In our study, such embedded content has to be taken into account, as it might be served from servers other than those serving the front page of a popular hostname. To give an example, the front page of facebook.com is served from Facebook datacenters, but the logo and other embedded objects such as the profile photo is served from the Akamai 1 http://alexa.com/help/traffic_learn_more content distribution network. In addition, to increase the chance of detecting the relevant infrastructures, we extracted hosts that are likely to be hosted on hosting infrastructures from the ranks 2001 to 5000 of the Alexa list. We identify such hosts by checking if they have CNAME records in their DNS answers.
Overall, we keep the 2,000 most popular and 2,000 from the least popular hostnames according to the Alexa ranking. Moreover, we include more than 3,400 embedded hostnames and 840 hostnames because of CNAMEs. This list leads to four subsets which we will refer to as TOP2000, TAIL2000, EMBEDDED, and CNAMES, respectively, for the remainder of the paper. Note, that several hostnames are used to deliver both embedded objects as well as popular websites. This leads to an overlap of 823 hostnames between TOP2000 and EMBEDDED.
Measurement Approach
Our measurement approach relies on volunteers to run a program that is publicly available for download on our project web-page along with instructions on how to perform the experiment. We initially announced the project during the IMC 2010 conference. In addition, we made a public call in several DNS-related mailing lists and invited friends to participate. This resulted in a total of 484 traces. Participants in our study run the program locally on their end-hosts. The program queries the locally configured DNS resolver, a Google Public DNS resolver and an OpenDNS resolver for the list of over 7400 hostnames, and stores the full DNS replies in a trace file. The traces collected with our program do not interact with any of the browsing or download history and activity of the user.
In addition to the DNS data, we collect meta-information that helps in sanitizing the measurement and in debugging. We report the Internet-visible IP address of the client every 100 DNS queries by asking a web-server running a custom script, and store information such as the operating system and the timezone, as well as the IP addresses of the DNS resolvers in use.
To sanitize the measurements, we check that the locally configured resolver is not a 3rd-party resolver such as Google Public DNS or OpenDNS. This information cannot always be derived from the resolver IP address, as the recursive resolver may hide behind a DNS forwarding resolver. Therefore, we perform queries for 16 additional names to domains under our administrative control. Their authoritative name servers are configured to reply to queries with the IP address of the querying resolver. This gives us the IP addresses of the resolvers directly, without having to further correlate logs from our authoritative name servers with the traces. To avoid receiving cached copies of the entries, we construct the names onthe-fly with the help of microsecond resolution timestamps and the Internet-visible IP address of the client.
The program is designed to collect all of the above data once every 24 hours, and write it to a trace file, until stopped by the user. This implies that there may be multiple traces per vantage point. We identify vantage points through the information contained in the trace files as well as meta information provided by the end-user running the program when uploading the trace files.
Data Cleanup
We perform a thorough cleanup process on the raw traces. We check for the following measurement artifacts.
We do not consider traces if the vantage point roams across ASes during the experiment, as we cannot determine the exact impact of the change. If the DNS resolver of the host returns an excessive number of DNS errors, or is unreachable, we do not consider the trace. If the DNS resolver of the host is a well-known third-party resolver, e. g., OpenDNS, Google Public DNS, we do not consider the trace. We showed in previous work that using third-party resolvers introduces bias by not representing the location of the enduser [7] . When a vantage point provides us with repeated measurements over time, we only use the first trace that does not suffer from any other artifact to avoid over-representing a single vantage point. This is important to avoid bias when quantifying the content potential (cf. Section 2.4).
After removing all traces with the above artefacts, we have 133 clean traces that form the basis of this study Note, the cleanup process has limited impact on our hosting infrastructure coverage and sampling of the network footprint.
Data coverage
We next investigate the coverage that our hostnames and vantage points provide.
Network and Geographic Footprint of Vantage Points
We map the IP addresses of vantage points of the 133 clean traces to ASes and countries using the mapping methodology described in Section 2.2. This leads to a coverage of 78 ASes and 27 countries that span six continents. Our experiments include traces from major residential ISPs, e. g., AT&T Internet Services, Comcast, Verizon, Road Runner, Telefonica, Deutsche Telekom, British Telecom as well as smaller residential ISPs and some university and research networks.
Network Coverage by Hostname
Previous studies [17, 35, 36] were able to achieve an exhaustive coverage for a limited number of well known hosting infrastructures. In our study, we strive to achieve a wide coverage of the prevalent hosting infrastructures without targeting a-priori known hosting infrastructures. Thus, we investigate the scope of the network coverage of our study. For this, we analyze to which degree replies for different parts of our hostname list result in different network coverage. To identify the IP ranges utilized by hosting infrastructures we aggregate the returned IP addresses over /24 subnetworks. We argue that this is the right granularity as hosting infrastructures tend to deploy server clusters for resilience and load balancing. Aggregation on the prefix of the returned IP addresses may lead to overestimation of the coverage, yet another indication why aggregation on /24 subnetworks is justified. Figure 2 shows the total number of discovered /24 subnetworks when we stepwise add hostnames from our list (see Section 3.1) according to their utility. By utility we mean the number of new /24 subnetworks that are discovered by a hostname. The y-axis shows the total number of discovered /24 subnetworks as a function of the number of traces considered on the x-axis. In addition to the full list, we differentiate between three types of hostnames introduced in Section 3.1: TOP2000, TAIL2000, and EMBEDDED.
The curves in Figure 2 can be separated into three regions: a steep slope on the left, followed by a region with a slope of 1, and a flat region at the end. The steep slope region identifies hostnames with a high utility. These hostnames should be included to discover a significant fraction of the content infrastructure with limited probing effort. The region having a slope of 1 results from hostnames that positively contribute to the coverage but the utility is much lower than hostnames on the left. The third and flat region corresponds to hostnames that return redundant information about the hosting infrastructure, compared to the first two regions.
Let us now turn to the pairwise comparison of the three types of hostnames. While the hostname lists of TOP2000 and TAIL2000 are of equal size, the /24 subnetworks observed by TOP2000 and TAIL2000 exhibit a difference by a factor of more than two in the number of subnetworks they uncover. This unveils that popular content is served from more widely distributed hosting infrastructures than this of less popular content. Most of the difference in the cumulative utility between TOP2000 and TAIL2000 stems from a small number of popular hostnames. Furthermore, we observe that the hosting infrastructures that serve hostnames in EMBEDDED are well distributed.
To estimate the utility of additional hostnames we calculate the median utility of 100 random hostname permutations. We find that when adding the last 200 hostnames, the average utility is 0.65 /24 subnets per hostname, and 0.61 /24 subnets when adding the last 50 hostnames.
Network Coverage by Trace
Hosting infrastructures rely on geographic hints to serve content from servers close to the end user [24, 30] . We expect that traces in diverse regions of the world sample different parts of the host- ing infrastructures. Therefore, we address now the utility of traces obtained from different vantage points. Figure 3 displays the number of discovered /24 subnetworks of hosting infrastructures when we stepwise add traces from our dataset, see Section 3.2. The x-axis indicates the number of used traces while the y-axis shows the cumulative number of /24 subnetworks that can be identified based on these traces. The four curves of Figure 3 provide the results for different sequences in which we stepwise add traces: to obtain the curve with the black circles, we add in each step the trace that adds most additional /24 subnetworks to the set of already identified subnetworks ("Optimized"). In addition to the optimized cumulative utility (black circles) Figure 3 shows the maximum, median, and minimum cumulative utilities for 100 random permutations of the 133 traces.
In total, we find more than 8000 /24 subnetworks that are utilized by hosting infrastructures. We observe that every trace samples about half of these subnetworks (4800). About 2800 of these subnetworks are found in all traces. This relatively high fraction of common subnetworks among traces is the consequence of our choice of hostnames. It is not biased towards any given hosting infrastructure.
To estimate the potential benefits by including additional vantage points, we study the slope of the median curve (green crosses). Extrapolating the utility of the last 20 traces yields approximately ten /24 subnetworks per additional trace.
Furthermore, we notice that the traces that provide the highest utility (traces corresponding to the leftmost side in Figure 3 To better understand both the need for diversity in vantage points as well as the underlying reasons behind the limited additional network coverage of hosting infrastructures by each trace, we perform a direct comparison of the traces. For this we re-use the similarity concept defined by Equation 1. For the same hostname, we define the /24 subnetwork similarity between two DNS replies as the similarity between their respective sets of /24 subnetworks. For two traces, we define their similarity as the average of /24 subnetworks similarities across all hostnames.
In Figure 4 we show the cumulative distribution of the similarity across all pairs of traces (TOTAL). We also show the similarity across traces when considering only one of the three subsets of the hostname list (EMBEDDED, TOP2000, TAIL2000). The high baseline value of similarity (always above 0.6) highlights the need for diversity to sample hosting infrastructures. It also confirms the slow increase in the utility of the traces shown in Figure 3 .
As expected, the similarity for TAIL2000 is very high, indicating the limited location diversity for the corresponding hosting infrastructure. This is contrasted with the similarity for EMBEDDED, that is the lowest among the four curves. A low similarity for EM-BEDDED is the consequence of the nature of the corresponding objects: typically they have a long lifetime and often are large. This makes them prime candidates for being hosted on distributed infrastructures, e. g., CDNs. TOP2000 lies in-between TAIL2000 and EMBEDDED. This indicates that the corresponding hostnames are hosted on a mix of centralized and distributed hosting infrastructures.
Summary
Our choice of a mix of different hostnames enables us to estimate the effect of our hostname list on sampling hosting infrastructures. Popular hostnames and embedded objects contribute most to discovering networks used by hosting infrastructures. Overall, studying data coverage we find that our set of popular and embedded hostnames is unlikely to miss large hosting infrastructures. The diversity of vantage points in terms of geographic and network location, however, is crucial to obtain good coverage.
RESULTS
In this section we examine our data set. First, based on the IP addresses we investigate where content can be obtained from. Next, we apply our clustering algorithm to characterize the resulting hosting infrastructure clusters. We gain insight on the deployment and hosting strategies of different infrastructures. We utilize our insight to derive content-centric AS-rankings and compare them with existing ones.
A Continent-level View of Web Content
Before delving into characteristics of hosting infrastructures, we want to understand which parts of the world serve Web content. In this section we choose the granularity of a continent, for two reasons: (i) the results directly reflect the round trip time penalty of exchanging content between continents, and (ii) our sampling is not dense enough to support country-level statistics. We quantify to which degree a user can find content in her own continent. This provides a view on the relative importance of different continents for Web content delivery as well the degree of replication of content.
Geographic Replication of Content
We first examine the relationship between the locations of content requester and content location as identified by DNS answers. We focus on TOP2000 in this section, and compare with other content types in the following section. Each line of Table 1 summarizes requests that originate from a given continent. Columns of Table 1 break down the requests among the continents from which the requested hostname is served. Each line adds up to 100 %, while columns do not as they reflect the global importance of a continent. The shade of each entry of Table 1 is a visual aid, directly indicating its value (the darker the higher is the value).
At least 46 % of the popular hostnames can be served from North America, 20 % from Europe and 18 % from Asia. The other three (Table 1) .
continents, namely Africa, Oceania, and South America, do not appear to serve a lot of popular hostnames. Another observation from Table 1 is a strong diagonal in the matrix, indicating that at least part of the hostnames are fetched from the same continent. Subtracting the minimum of a column from the corresponding element in the diagonal reveals that up to 11.6 % of the hostname requests are served from their own continent. This locality of hostnames availability provides evidence that a considerable fraction of content is replicated in different regions of the world. Note, by choosing the granularity of countries, the existing diversity within continents is hidden. In addition, we observe an almost identical behavior for hostnames requested from Africa and Europe. Two factors are likely to cause this behavior: (i) a limited number of traces from Africa and (ii) the fact that Internet connectivity in Africa is mostly provided via Europe coupled to the lack of local content replication infrastructure. Oceania and Asia localize to a lesser degree than either Europe or North America.
Content-dependent Replication
Content varies in both popularity and type. This is the reason why we distinguish not only popular and less popular hostnames, but also different types of embedded objects (see Section 2) . In this section, we refine the previous analysis of the relationships between the locations of content requester and content origin by comparing with the other two subsets of hostnames: TAIL2000 and EMBED-DED.
Surprisingly, the content delivery matrix for TAIL2000 (not shown) is almost identical to the one for TOP2000 (Table 1 ). The largest difference is a stronger concentration towards North America, with up to 1.4 % points higher entries for TAIL2000. This indicates that the degree to which replicated hosting infrastructures are used in TOP2000 and TAIL2000 is very similar. How does that relate to the fact that top content has a far better utility in sampling large amounts of the address space than TAIL2000, cf. Section 3.4.2? The hosting infrastructures of highly popular content 2  161  70  216  Akamai  3  108  1  45  Google  4  70  35  137  Akamai  5  70  1  45  Google  6  57  6  15  Limelight  7  57  1  1  ThePlanet  8  53  1  1  ThePlanet  9  49  34  123  Akamai  10  34 are distributed to a larger degree within each continent, when compared to hosting infrastructures predominantly used for less popular content.
When comparing the matrix of EMBEDDED (Table 2 ) with the others (TAIL2000 not shown, TOP2000 in Table 1 ), we observe that the diagonal is more pronounced for EMBEDDED. This indicates that embedded objects are, on a continent-level, more locally available than content from the other sets. We notice that Asia appears stronger for EMBEDDED compared to TOP2000 and TAIL2000, while North America appears weaker.
Summary
In this section, we analyzed the relative weights of Web content in different continents. We showed the prevalence of North America, Europe, and Asia in Web content presence, and how each region relies on each other. We observed a considerable local availability of content in most continents, implying that a considerable fraction of content is replicated across multiple continents.
A Portrait of Hosting Infrastructures
We turn our attention to the independent hosting infrastructures that are serving the hostnames from our list. In this section we identify the prominent hosting infrastructures, detect where they are actually located by AS and country, and classify them according to their network location footprint. Moreover, we study the geographic properties of hosting infrastructures and provide a ranking of countries according to their capability of serving popular Web content.
Clustering Validation
As first step, we validate the output of our algorithm of Section Section 2.3. Table 3 presents the top 20 clusters by hostname count. We find out by manually cross-checking that, indeed, all top 20 clusters correspond to networks that host large amounts of content.
Moreover, we leverage additional information about the Akamai and Limelight hosting infrastructures. In the case of Akamai we know the names present in the A records at the end of the CNAME chain inside DNS replies, which follow typical patterns. In the case of Limelight, we can use the same approach, and also verify that IP addresses belong to the AS number of Limelight. Scrutinizing this additional source of information, we find a few hostnames that are not included in the top clusters of Table 3 . Typically, such hostnames are only available at a very small subset of the whole infrastructure, and are therefore separated in the first step of the clustering algorithm (Section 2.3) due to their unusual features. We conjecture these hostnames are intentionally treated differently by the hosting infrastructures.
Clustering Results
Overall, the output of our algorithm leads to the identification of more than 3000 potentially distinct hosting infrastructures. Figure 5 shows, for each hosting infrastructure cluster, the number of hostnames from our list that are served by the hosting infrastructure of that cluster, on a log-log scale. Hosting infrastructure clusters are ranked in decreasing order of hostname count. We observe that a few hosting infrastructure clusters are serving a large number of hostnames. Most of the hosting infrastructure clusters serve a single hostname. Hosting infrastructure clusters that serve a single hostname have their own BGP prefix. We infer that these are likely to be located in a single facility and in most of the cases serve non-replicated content. The top 10 largest hosting infrastructures clusters are serving more than 15 % of the hostnames from our list. The top 20, still less than 1 % of all clusters, are serving about 20 % of the hostnames.
The resulting clustering allows us to make qualitative observations, namely that well-known hosting infrastructures are represented. Table 3 lists the top 20 clusters in terms of the number of hostnames from our list. Among them, we find well distributed CDNs such as Akamai, "hyper-giants" such as Google, and datacenters, such as ThePlanet. Note the different deployment strategies as coined by Leighton [24] .
As can be seen in Table 3 , we find multiple hosting infrastructure clusters run by the same infrastructure authority. Possible explanations include the observation that different types of services are hosted by hosting infrastructures, the geographic disparity of the infrastructure deployment, and acquisition or mergers. For Akamai and Google, the network footprints of their clusters are different enough to be separated by the k-means step (first step) of the clustering algorithm (Section 2.3), while the ThePlanet clusters are only separated by the similarity step (second step).
For Akamai, the top two clusters have about twice as many locations as the other two clusters. Further investigation reveals that the first two Akamai clusters correspond to servers in the akamai.net second level domain (SLD), and the latter two are hosted on servers in the akamaiedge.net SLD.
Similar observations are made for the two Google clusters. The cluster with rank 3 is used for the standard Google services including Web search and the YouTube front page. The hostnames in this cluster are served from more than 200 IP addresses. The cluster with rank 5 hosts doubleclick.net, googleapis.com, blogspot.com, and several other Google related SLDs, which are served by 40 to 130 IP addresses each.
For ThePlanet, hostnames rarely map to more than one IP address. The clusters only emerge in step 2 of the clustering algorithm (Section 2.3), because the content is hosted on different BGP prefixes.
In addition, Table 3 shows the content-mix that is hosted on different hosting infrastructure clusters as bar-plot. We add CNAMES (which come out of the Alexa Top 5000) to TOP2000 and report it as top content. In addition, we separate hostnames which are on both TOP2000 and EMBEDDED into a category of its on, top and embedded, to facilitate the interpretation of the content mix bar-plot. The order of the categories in the bar-plot (cf. caption of Table 3 ) is crafted to allow visually adding content of the top and embedded category to either the TOP2000 or the EMBEDDED category.
As expected, embedded content is prevalent on the top hosting infrastructures. Several hosting infrastructure clusters even almost exclusively serve embedded content, e. g., Limelight, Skyrock, Xanga, Edgecast, and the ad-service ivwbox.de. On others, e. g., the Akamai clusters, the first Google cluster, and AOL, top content accounts for a large fraction of the served hostnames. Some hosting infrastructure clusters serve mainly tail content, e. g., Wordpress, ThePlanet, and the second Google cluster. This may appear surprising at first, but it is a result of content consolidation. For example, blogs hosted by Google and Wordpress can be found amongst this content. This highlights how helpful less popular content can be in identifying and classifying the hosting infrastructures. The above mentioned results show that separating the hosting infrastructure of certain organizations into multiple clusters is both justified and necessary, because the infrastructures are not used homogeneously [30] .
Geographic Deployment of Hosting Infrastructures
The clustering of the hosting infrastructures presented in the previous section is agnostic with respect to geographic locations. To provide insight about the geographic deployment of the different clusters as well as to better understand the degree of co-location in the content infrastructure, we map the clusters to the geographic locations of their prefixes.
Distinguishing between content infrastructures that rely on a few ASes or prefixes is tricky, especially because we do not have a priori knowledge about their signature in terms of ASes and prefixes. Indeed, some of these clusters might very well be present in a single location but for administrative reasons split their infrastructure into multiple ASes or use multiple prefixes due to multi-homing. One known example is Rapidshare [8] , that relies on multiple ASes and prefixes yet whose facility is a single data-center.
Therefore, we estimate the number of countries in which a host- ing infrastructure cluster is present based on geolocation information. For each cluster we check onto how many countries it is deployed. Figure 6 shows the resulting relationship in the form of a stacked bar-plot. On the x-axis, we show the number of ASes in which clusters are discovered. We annotate the number of different clusters found for a given number of ASes in parenthesis. On the y-axis, we show the fraction of clusters whose prefixes are located in a given number of countries (see legend).
As shown in Figure 6 , most of the hosting infrastructure clusters that use a single AS are present in a single country. As a cluster's footprint is on more ASes, the likelihood that it is present in multiple countries increases. At the same time, a significant fraction of hosting infrastructure clusters using multiple ASes are located in a single country. Because of the limited number of content infrastructure clusters located in 5 or more ASes (33 clusters), the fraction for these clusters in Figure 6 simply reflects a few instances of particular hosting infrastructures. Most of these clusters are present in several countries, thus, are probably CDNs.
Summary
In this section, we used our clustering algorithm to identify hosting infrastructures based on network features. We validate our classification based on additional information for two large CDNs. We present evidence of how Akamai and Google slice up their hosting infrastructures for different hosting purposes, and show which content is hosted on which hosting infrastructures. We distinguish between smaller hosting infrastructures based on both their features and their geographic deployment. We find a relationship between the number of ASes on which a hosting infrastructure is present and the multiplicity of its locations, giving a hint about their deployment strategy.
Mapping Hosting Infrastructures
To find out the geographic location of the hot-spots that serve most hostnames from our list, we compute both content potentials on a per country basis. Table 4 are ranked by decreasing normalized content delivery potential and show the top 20 hosting infrastructures. Despite the division into states, the USA leads the ranking with its hosting infrastructure in California. Indeed, in total 9 US states are among the top 20. On the second place we find China. Directly comparing California with China reveals that China's delivery potential is a lot lower than California's, yet the values of their normalized potential are quite close. Comparing China's potential with its normalized potential indicates that a large fraction of the content served from China is only available in China. In total, China and California together count for over 23 % of hostnames of our list in the normalized potential. Besides USA and China, 7 European countries are among the top 20, as well as Japan, Australia and Canada. In total we see content being delivered from 122 countries/US states, or 77 countries. The top 20 countries/US states presented here are responsible for 70 % of all hostnames in our study.
Revisiting AS Rankings
Geographic hot-spots are insightful in that they reflect where large chunks of the hosting infrastructures are. However, they provide little insight to understand how content is delivered to Internet users. Therefore, we investigate where content resides at the ASlevel.
To map hosting infrastructure clusters to ASes, we rely on the same approach as in Section 4.2.3. For each cluster, we take the prefixes from which it serves content, and map each prefix to an AS number using BGP data. This gives us a set of AS numbers for each cluster. Recall that a hosting infrastructure cluster is defined by a set of hostnames it serves. We reuse the notion of content delivery potential, as introduced in Section 2.4, but where "locations" are now ASes. The content delivery potential of an AS is the fraction of hostnames it can potentially serve from all the clusters that are hosted on this AS. 4 5 6 7 8 20: (i) all these ASes host Akamai caches that boost their content delivery potential and (ii) all these ASes host some content that no other AS can provide. Given the widespread deployment of Akamai caches in carriers, the second factor is actually more important and explains why some ASes appear among the top and why others do not. A content-centric AS-ranking should be able to cope with the bias introduced by the deployment of highly distributed hosting infrastructures within ASes. An AS-ranking based on the normalized content delivery potential does exactly this. It spreads the weight of distributed content infrastructure across all ASes that serve their hosted content. Figure 8 provides the top 20 ASes in terms of normalized content delivery potential. Our first observation is that the only overlap with the non-normalized ranking is NTT. The ASes that appear on the top of the normalized ranking do so because of the exclusiveness of the content they host as reflected by their CMI values. As expected, Google is among the top ranked ASes due to its importance in popular content. We also see data-center content infrastructures: ThePlanet, SoftLayer, Rackspace, 1&1 Internet, OVH, Amazon, Leaseweb, and Hetzner Online. A limited number of ISPs in China seem to have a monopoly on a considerable fraction of popular content.
When comparing the normalized potential for all hostnames with TOP2000 and EMBEDDED, two more ASes enter the picture, Abitcool China and China Networks Inter-Exchange. In addition, slight re-rankings can be observed.
Content vs. Traditional AS Rankings
Many topology-driven rankings have been proposed [5, 22, 3, 2] . In this section we compare content-based rankings, described in the previous section, with topology-driven ones. Among the most wellknown AS rankings are two from CAIDA [5] : one based on ASdegree and another on the size of the customer cone of an AS. Fixed Orbit [2] calculate an the Knodes Index, a centrality based metric. Labovitz et al. [22] provide an AS ranking based on the amount of traffic by monitoring inter-domain traffic from 110 ASes. Table 5 compares seven different AS rankings: the CAIDA ASdegree (CAIDA-degree) and customer cone (CAIDA-cone) rankings [5] , a ranking similar to CAIDA's by Renesys (Renesys) [3] , the Knodes Index (Knodes) as reported by Fixed Orbit [2] , the traf- Table 5 : Topology-driven AS rankings against traffic-driven and content-based AS rankings.
fic exchanges-based ranking by Labovitz et al. [23] 2 (Arbor), and finally our content-based rankings (potential and normalized potential). The purely topological rankings like the ones from CAIDA and Renesys tend to rank large transit carriers high. Besides the case of Google and Comcast, the top of Arbor's ranking leads to similar results to topological rankings. Our content infrastructuredriven rankings on the other hand give more weight to those ASes that deliver a large amount of content. We notice that our normalized potential leads to similar top ranked ASes as topological and traffic-based rankings, while of course favoring ASes that host content.
We argue that no AS ranking captures all relevant aspects of the importance of an AS. All aspects of the Internet are important, i. e., topology, traffic, and content, and need to be taken into consideration to understand the Internet ecosystem.
Summary
We proposed two different ways to rank ASes based on their content potential. We showed that these rankings reveal different aspects of content hosted by ASes: replicated content and content exclusively hosted by a given AS. We proposed an index, called the content monopoly index, which measures the degree to which an AS hosts content not available elsewhere, compared to content that is replicated in other ASes. Finally, we related our content-centric rankings to those presented in the literature.
DISCUSSION
The deployment of hosting infrastructures is dynamic in multiple ways, e. g., by growing their existing infrastructure, by changing their peerings with ISPs, or by placing part of the infrastructure inside ISP networks. Our methodology is an automated tool that makes it possible to monitor the state of hosting infrastructures deployment in the Internet at a given point in time. Given the changing nature of the hosting infrastructures ecosystem, as observed by Labovitz et al. [22] , it is important to have tools that allow the different stakeholders in the Internet to better understand the space in which they evolve.
With the commoditization of the content delivery and hosting landscape, content producers have more and more choice as to where they can place their content, for example to better target their user base. With the rise of user-generated content, e. g., through Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, content producers also need to deliver a mix of different media for which multiple suitable content delivery platforms might be available. Meta-CDNs such as Meebo, an instant messenger aggregator, or Conviva 3 , a video delivery platform, distribute the content demand across different CDNs. To un-derstand the trade-offs involved in their business decisions, content producers need to be able to measure the actual server diversity visible to different users from different places in the world, as well as the performance delivered by different CDNs. Our work is a step in this direction.
Given the already wide deployment of hosting infrastructures around the world, existing and new CDNs need to understand the marginal utility of deploying more infrastructure. Indeed, competition among CDNs is intense, and exacerbated by the fact that ISPs have already deployed and are deploying more hosting infrastructures inside their network. The recently created Content Delivery Networks Interconnect (CDNi) [25] working group at the IETF, aimed at standardizing interconnection between CDNs, is a proof of the maturity of the CDN market that now considers collaboration.
Some ISPs nowadays deploy their own CDN, data-centers, caches, or even CDN boxes such as those from Akamai. The increased availability of content caching and hosting with ISP networks further complexifies the current and future hosting infrastructures landscape. With the significant server diversity from which a given content can be obtained [31] , both outside and inside their network, the traffic engineering task of ISPs is becoming even more challenging. Separating intradomain traffic engineering from peering engineering is indeed becoming less and less relevant. ISPs need to think globally about the network and understand what content can be obtained from where before making traffic engineering and peering decisions. Web content cartography, combined with a better understanding of content delivery performance, can help ISPs to an adequate strategy to deliver content to their customers.
It is worth mentioning the critical role of virtualization for hosting infrastructures. Virtualization is one of the highly disruptive enablers that we believe will change the hosting infrastructures landscape in the near-future. Indeed, virtualization technology offers flexibility that can be exploited by content producers and providers, as well as ISPs, to dynamically move content. By exploiting virtualization, we expect to see a hosting infrastructures market that is richer, that better utilizes the available resources, and better serves end-users. Virtualization has both a positive and a negative impact on Web content cartography. On the negative side, the use of virtualization, together with collaboration between CDNs and metaCDNs, will pose challenges to Web content cartography. On the positive side, it will make it more necessary to keep track of the dynamic mapping of content onto hosting infrastructures.
The research community also needs an understanding of the evolving ecosystem of hosting infrastructures, given its importance as a driver in the evolution of the Internet. In light of the recent observations by Labovitz et al. [22] that showed significant changes in the whole Internet ecosystem, it is important for the research community to be able to foresee the impact of hosting infrastructures to work on the most relevant technical challenges that the future Inter-net may face. Our work is a first step in the direction of creating a comprehensive map of the whole Internet ecosystem that includes hosting infrastructures. A map of hosting infrastructures combined with a corresponding view of the paths (and their performance) to the end-users, would constitute a significant step forward in our understanding of Internet content delivery.
RELATED WORK
Our work on Web content cartography is motivated by recent studies that provide evidence in support of the significant rise of Web content traffic [15, 12, 22, 27] . Two major reasons are the growth of video traffic and the increasing penetration of broadband access. To cope with these changes, large-scale content distribution networks are being deployed [24, 30] . In addition, applications, such as file sharing, that used to rely on peer-to-peer delivery are nowadays increasingly served from data-centers [21] , or One-click Hosters [8] .
Labovitz et al. [22] observed consolidation of Web content traffic as well as a significant shift in peerings to better facilitate connectivity to content providers. They analyzed inter-domain traffic over a two year period, relying on data from 110 commercial ISPs and content providers. They detect global shifts in inter-domain traffic and the AS ecosystem. Our approach is complementary and focuses on hosting infrastructures, not inter-domain traffic. The advantage of our approach is our extensive coverage of popular hosting infrastructure, whose importance may be underestimated when analyzing only inter-domain traffic. For example, a significant fraction of the traffic delivered by a highly distributed infrastructure such as Akamai as well as data-centers located within ISPs, does not cross AS boundaries.
Shue et al. [34] observed, by looking at the .com and .net domains, that a vast majority of Web servers are co-located. Our results, on a more diverse set of domains, confirm that there is colocation of servers as well as hosting infrastructures.
Huang et al. [17] , Su et al. [35] , and Triukose et al. [36] leverage DNS requests to understand the distribution of Web content. However, their work is restricted to the study of specific CDNs, and does not try to detect different types of hosting infrastructures. Utilizing DNS replies of popular content in order to identify the location of hosting infrastructures shares similarities with work by Ager et al [7] , by Krishnamurthy et al [20] , by Feldmann et al. [14] , and by Chang et al. [9] . Yet, their focus was on studying the performance of DNS resolvers [7, 20] or on deriving empirical models of inter-domain traffic matrices [14, 9] , rather than leveraging DNS for Web content cartography.
Other approaches have been proposed to identify hosting infrastructures. Gill et al. [16] performed traceroutes towards large hosting infrastructures from distributed vantage points. They relied on DNS resolution from a single vantage point inside a university, providing a limited view of the network footprint of hosting infrastructures. Recently, Wang et al. [39] proposed a measurement methodology to estimate the distance between end-users towards two large CDNs. They rely on embedded measurement scripts within multiple websites and collect the measurements performed by the endusers. Our approach differs in that we do not require the targeted hosting infrastructure to be known a priori.
Clustering has been used in the past in different contexts, e. g., to group end-users from the perspective of routing [19] or DNS resolution [11] . Our approach does not focus on clustering of end-users, but rather on the identification and clustering of hosting infrastructures in the Internet.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce Web content cartography. We propose a lightweight and fully automated approach to discover Web content hosting and delivery infrastructures based only on DNS measurements and BGP routing table snapshots. To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt to identify hosting infrastructures based on DNS replies and routing information, rather than relying on pre-identified signatures such as CNAMES. The advantage of this method is that is general enough to identify new hosting infrastructures as well as cluster them based on their operation as revealed by DNS.
Our results show that by utilizing traces from a small number of well distributed vantage points it is possible to make qualitative observations for the deployment of hosting infrastructures and content replication. A key insight of our study is that a significant fraction of the content is exclusively delivered by hosting infrastructures such as Google or geographical regions, e. g., China. Furthermore, by deriving content-centric AS rankings that complement existing AS rankings we shed light on recent observations about shifts on the AS topology.
Our work is an important step towards answering crucial questions for content producers, content providers, ISPs, and the research community. For ISPs, knowing the locations from which popular content can be obtained is a key factor in peering decisions and network dimensioning. For content producers, geographic and network footprint of a CDN is an important factor in choosing how to deliver content best to their customer base. For content providers, Web content cartography can help them improve their competitiveness in the content delivery market. Moreover, the research community needs to understand and track the evolving ecosystem of hosting infrastructures, given their importance as a driver in the evolution of the Internet. Web content cartography is complementary to other maps of the Internet, e. g., router-level and AS-level maps, and enables further investigation of the shaping forces of the Internet. In particular it will allow researchers to investigate the interplay of content infrastructures with the Internet topology. Comments to Authors: Your approach makes sense but it has some serious flaws: -The same weight is given to each hostname: if your ASN ranking gives the same weight to google.com, yahoo.com, netflix.com and random websites. Will your AS ranking or the size of each continent mean anything? As you write, the internet traffic is following a Zipf's law. -You are not using any ground truths (yes you validated Akamai). Is there a way to collect Netflow data in one or two ISPs and use it to do some validation? Sec. 2.2: you mention that a data center based CDN may rely on multiple ASes and a massively distributed CDN may rely on a large number of ASes. I would leave out the last part of the sentence. The distinction does not really make sense and very large CDNs like Limelight don't use a large number of ASNs.
Summary Review
Sec. 2.3: your assumption that a hostname is served by a single hosting infrastructure has a lot of exceptions. I know companies that for instance use both Akamai and Limelight. For instance, in the US, NEtflix, the largest source of traffic is using multiple CDNs (Akamai, Limelight and Level 3). Sec. 4.1.1 is surprising. I was expecting more content to be served locally (e.g. only 5.9% for Oceania!). You should highlight that North America still seems to dominate. Table 3 shows the top 20 hosting infrastructures. Did you investigate the tail further to see if it makes sense? Did you try to run reverse lookups inside BGP prefixes to see if there are any interesting patterns that might confirm or reject your classification? What is Skyrock doing as number 10? Isn't that Internet Radio? That does not seem to make sense. Is it a bias introduced by the fact that you are counting hostnames and maybe Internet radios have many different hostnames registered? You actually write that there is no false positive. This looks like a false positive to me.
In your summary, you claim that your approach is "accurate". I would not make this claim and present this as a novel methodology with some flaws for a challenging problem.
Reviewer #2
Strengths: -Simple methodology to identify hosting infrastructures. -The analysis on content delivery potential per country and AS is interesting.
Weaknesses: -It is unclear how accurate the methodology presented is as the validation is quite limited and manual.
-While the authors claim that cartography can be used by ISPs and content providers to profile infrastructures, it is unclear how this can be achieved.
Comments to Authors:
This is an interesting paper that attempts to characterize hosting and content delivery infrastructures. The proposed methodology is simple but novel and appears to work to some extent at least.
I liked the metrics of content delivery potential that provide some basic characterization on where content is generated and delivered.
There are three main points of criticism for the paper in my view:
First, the authors claim that ISPs and content providers can benefit from this characterization of hostnames and infrastructures. This is only vaguely discussed and it is quite unclear to me how this high-level profiling can assist providers or ISPs in their decisions.
Second, how much can one learn by just examining the hostname? Some hostnames are pretty straightforward to map to infrastructures. You methodology most probably provides a better grouping, but you could at least examine how much one can do by just looking at the hostnames.
Third and most important, I really have no intuition of what type of clusters your methodology provides, to what extent the grouping of various hostnames together is valid or not (or just a side-effect of your similarity metrics), and whether it makes sense. I am not sure how you can answer these questions, but your validation process is quite manual and the analysis does not really help clarifying these points. This also holds for the various thresholds and parameters used during the clustering. Some parts of your paper are quite vague. For example, the summary in Sec. 3.4.4 notes that "more hostnames might reveal other infrastructures", or other similar arguments. It would be better to try and quantity the claims here.
How many clusters are created at each step of your algorithm? What is the relative importance and sensitivity of the two steps?
In Tables 1 and 2 , it would be nice to quote the number of samples per continent so that we get a feeling of their relative importance. Summary 4.2.4 is really over-stretching the discussion during the section. The classification method is hardly validated, and some hints are only presented for the hosting infrastructures.
There are some problems with the writing throughout the paper.
Reviewer #3
Strengths: The paper is mostly well written and thorough. I like the separation of embedded content (assuming I am understanding it right), as it seems a good discriminator in the nature of the CDN-hosted content.
Weaknesses: In general, I find "web content cartography" overstates what the paper achieves -but it is a cute term.
The dataset is weak --132 resulting sessions aren't all that great, and the argument that more sessions would not improve things substantially seems not quite true. 4.1, in particular, should really be at the country level, as I find the continent granularity quite un-insightful.
A breakdown of which kinds of content (in terms of news, entertainment, blogs, search, etc) are most distributed would be insightful. Perhaps it's hard to find differences, but I saw no mentioning of this aspect.
I suppose the big CDNs host too many of the names in the looked-up list, but it would still help to get a sense of "what's hosted where", which I found somehow lacking.
Comments to Authors: I mostly like this paper and spent quite a bit of time on it. My biggest complaint is the size of your dataset. 484 traces are not particularly diverse to begin with, and the fact that you only provide continent-level granularity in 4.1 is a pity. Did you not talk with people who have distributed infrastructures out there? Ono, Netalyzr, PlanetLab?
I also wonder about parts of your clustering approach. It is certainly interesting, but another approach comes to mind, namely looking at the resulting CNAMEs, authorities, and reverse lookups and identifying the CDNs from that directly. How different would those results be? Could you use it to cross-check your classifier?
Thanks for the summary subsections at the end of each section, they helped a lot.
Detailed comments:
-Why the factor of two in your similarity metric (Sec 2.3), and why did you not just use Jaccard? -In the Normalized Content Delivery Potential section (Sec 2.4) you speak of the weight of a hostname, which you have not defined yet. In general, it would help a lot to provide examples here or clarify further, because Sec 4.3 becomes hard to follow with the relatively abstract notion of normalized Content Delivery Potential.
-In Sec. 3.1, be clearer what you mean by "embedded hostname" -I suppose third-party sites referenced in a page's HTML source?
-What about intra-AS hosting differences? Is it a given that customers of very large ISPs see the same hosting infrastructures throughout? That seems doubtful.
-I'm not a fan of the writing in Sec 3.4.2, which I found particularly hard to follow. I read this paragraph a bunch of times and was still not sure what you're talking about: "To quantify the value of a hostname in relation to a set of hostnames we define its hostname utility as the number of /24 subnetworks it adds to the set of /24 subnetworks discovered by the set of hostnames." Too many hostnames in there! Figure 2 speaks of utility, which you do not define. The section mentions coverage, which you also do not define.
-The finding in Sec. 3.4.3 that geographic diversity is required in order to find lots of network prefixes that names resolve to is obvious, though good to see confirmed.
-In Sec. 4.2.1, say "misclassification" instead of "false positive", as you classification is not Boolean.
-Why don't you list (normalized) content delivery potentials in them in Tables 7 and 8 
Reviewer #4
Strengths: Timely problem, reasonably sound measurements.
Weaknesses:
The clustering technique in Section 2 is a bit hard to understand and validate. Also, the paper oversells the lightweight/dynamic aspect of the measurement/methodology.
8. Related work --One missing but closely related reference: The Web is smaller than it seemsconferences.sigcomm.org/imc/2007/papers/imc124.pdf
Reviewer #5
Strengths: A first broad, systematic attempt to uncover the hosting infrastructure in the Internet.
Weaknesses:
While there is a lot of analysis in this paper, in the end, I cannot really tell what I learnt from this paper (which I did not know before-e.g., North America hosts a lot of content, etc.). Part of the problem is that the paper focuses too much on numbers and rankings, and less on drawing interesting conclusions from their data. I cannot tell what sort of bias may be introduced using your method of getting the embedded hostnames only once. I suppose the reason you do not ask your vantage points to fetch content and instead have them only do lookups is to keep the vantage point load low and the probing quick. But perhaps you want to validate if this optimization leads to different results than the full measurements.
Comments to
Somewhat related to the above, I am also puzzled by the metrics you introduce in Section 2.1 and then use to understand the importance of countries and ASes. The metrics are based on fraction of hostnames that can be served from a given entity. But a user is not interested in hostnames, but the content behind the hostname, which may be served by multiple entities. You seem to be equating hostname and content.
The other thing that is missing from your metrics is a sense of what content is popular where. As you measure things, North America seems very important from the perspective of Africa (say), but if most Africans are only visiting African/European sites, then that reliance on North America is a lot weaker. Do you stats on what sites are popular where, to enable you to modulate your metrics?
Questions about methodology and metrics aside, the most disappointing part of the paper for me was the analysis. It rattles off a bunch of statistics that look at data from various perspectives, but does not go deep enough to provide any new insights. When I was done with reading the paper, nothing stuck in terms of your results. The sense I got was, yeah, there are a lot of good numbers here and I will look at the paper if I ever needed those numbers.
You claim in a couple of places that your methodology is fully automated. But recruiting volunteers doesn't seem automatic.
I think a study like yours is really valuable if it can provide a longitudinal perspective on how the hosting infrastructure is evolving. So, I would encourage you to fully automate your methods and periodically repeat your measurements and analysis.
Section 5 is not a discussion. It is repeating the motivation of your work, and the arguments are identical to the intro. I expected higher-level reflection on your findings and experience here..
Response from the Authors
-Methodology: Our methodology provides an automated way to identify hosting infrastructures in the wild. To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt to identify hosting infrastructures based only on the DNS replies and routing information, rather than relying on pre-identified signatures, such as CNAMES. The advantage of this method is that it general enough to identify new hosting infrastructures as well cluster hosting infrastructures based on their operation, as long as they rely on DNS.
It is important to understand that our study is a qualitative, and not quantitative, study of the geographic and AS-level footprint of content infrastructures. The focus of this paper is to identify the existence and deployment of content infrastructures, not to quantify their relative utilization, e.g., the amount of traffic each infrastructure carries.
-Traces: It is true that the geographic coverage of our traces can be improved. However, we show that by utilizing traces from a small number of well-distributed vantage points, it is possible to make qualitatively correct conclusions. The expected implication of adding more traces is to highlight even more the difference between our content-related metrics. Furthermore, adding more traces will ease the classification task of the clustering. We disagree that using PlanetLab is the right way to improve the diversity of the vantage points, because our diversity aims at sampling the commercial Internet.
-Benefits for ISPs and CPs: For ISPs, knowing the locations from which popular content can be obtained is a key factor in peering decisions. For content producers, the locations of candidate CDNs tell them how best to deliver their content to their customer base. For CDNs, content cartography can help them improve their competitiveness in the content delivery market.
-Take-home message: A key inside of our study is that a significant fraction of the content is exclusively delivered by hosting infrastructures (e.g. Google) or geographical regions (e.g. China). By deriving content-centric AS rankings, that complement existing AS ranking, we shed light on recent observations about shifts on the AS topology.
-Future work: Our work is the initial step towards understanding the always changing deployment of content infrastructures. As such, it enables further investigation and can be refined to answer specific questions. In particular, it will allow us to investigate the interplay of content infrastructures with the Internet topology.
